This study has analyzed the overall and regional trends in Indian direct investment flows into developing region since 1960s and explored various development impacts they have on host developing countries. Evidence tends to indicate that developing region was the initial destination for Indian outward investing firms and continued to receive their attention over time. Developing region bound Indian FDI, which was led by a small group of Indian firms in a few selected developing countries in 1960-80, is now giving way to a more extensive pattern with large quantum of outward investment. A large number of Indian firms are undertaking increasing investment activities across different sub-regional developing groups and for a variety of firm-specific motivations.
introduction
A broad-based political and economic consensus-South-South Cooperationemerged among many southern/developing countries during the period [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] . These developing countries wanted to benefit from reciprocal sharing of development experience with each other in the fields of finance, technology, skills, industry, services and trade. this cooperation also underlined the efforts of the South (i.e. developing countries) to minimize its excessive dependence on the North (i.e. developed countries) for financial and technological supports. In this context, south-south investment has been seen as a very useful instrument for fostering development in the developing region by ensuring provision of finance, relevant technologies, skills and marketing practices. However, in spite of the contemporary political and policy focus on south-south investment during that period, the subject of intra-regional foreign direct investment (fdi) by developing country enterprises remained an inadequately researched area of knowledge, particularly with respect to the estimation of magnitude of such fdi flows and evaluating their specific role in the development of southern region.
With the rise of outward fdi from developing countries since 1990s, there has been a renewed research interest in the phenomenon of south-south investment. An emergent literature (Aykut and Rath, 2004; Bhattat and Aykut, 2005; Aykut and Goldstein, 2007; Goldstein, 2007) has come to recognize the growing incidents of developing country firms undertaking fdi activities in fellow developing countries. This has led to a much faster growth rate of south-south fdi flows as compared to the rate at which fdi has flown from developed countries to developing countries in the 1990s. Aykut and Rath (2004) estimated that the share of south-south fdi in total fdi inflows into developing region increased from about 6 per cent in 1994 to reach 36.4 per cent in 2000. Although available estimates on intra-developing region fdi flows is patchy due to the problem of under-reporting of outward fdi (ofdi) data by many home developing countries, and existence of the phenomenon of round-tripping and offshore financial centres, recent studies do indicate that a larger part of this recent growth of developing region ofdi is driven by intra-regional activities. this paper is motivated to contribute to the current literature on southsouth fdi from an analysis of India as a fdi source for other developing countries. the Indian experience can give valuable insight into the dynamics of south-south fdi for a number of reasons. First, Indian multinationals are pioneers among developing country enterprises that lead to the emergence of the south-south investment flows and played a lead role in sustaining that flow over time. The successful establishments of a textile factory by the Birla group at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in 1960 and an assembly plant for sewing machines by the Shriram group at Ratmalana, Sri Lanka, in 1962 were perhaps two known cases of earliest south-south investment projects. Since then Indian multinationals along with firms from a few other developing countries until the 1980s and from a large number of developing countries since 1990s are providing further impetus to the growth process of south-south investment flows.
1 Second, India has explicitly incorporated the philosophy of South-South Cooperation in her ofdi policy regime during 1960-1980 and had encouraged specific type of ofdi projects (e.g., joint ventures as opposed to wholly-owned subsidiaries and required imparting of training to host country partners by Indian investors), which are thought to be more development generating in fellow developing countries. Third, India has been making considerable technological progress in many knowledge-based sectors like pharmaceuticals, automobiles, information technologies, etc., and it would be interesting to examine the hypothesis of intermediate technologies that developing country ofdi is often ascribed to possess.
This study addresses the following specific questions regarding Indian fdi in developing countries: What are the trends in Indian investment in developing region? Where do Indian companies operate and in which sectors of host developing economies? Which ownership strategies do these firms pursue and why? What are the forms of Indian investment in developing countries? Is the hypothesis of intermediate technologies still valid for Indian investment? What are the drivers of Indian fdi flows into developing countries? How are host developing countries affected by Indian investment? While discussing the host country impacts of Indian fdi, the study chooses an exploratory analysis that focuses on quality dimension of fdi projects. the quantity of direct investments by Indian firms is certainly an important source of capital formation in host developing countries but their overall development impact is crucially dependent on the specific type and forms of economic activities that are being undertaken and the extent of their inter-linkages with local productive processes.
the next section I examines the trends and patterns of Indian investments in developing regions since 1960s. Section II discusses the main drivers of Indian fdi. Section III explores the role of Indian fdi in the development of host developing countries. Finally, in last section summarizes the study.
i. trends And PAtterns of indiAn fdi in develoPing region

Trends in Indian ofdi
the internationalization process of Indian enterprises through ofdi has in fact begun with their involvement in developing countries of the world economy. Direct investment projects of India's early multinationals went mostly into the developing region that emerged as the leading host region to Indian ofdi, accounting for 68.6 per cent of ofdi flows during [1961] [1962] [1963] [1964] [1965] [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] (Table 1 ). The share of developing region further increased in 1970s to attain its highest shares ever: 96 per cent. the attraction of developing region to Indian ofdi continued to be very high in the 1980s. While developed region started enhancing its position since 1990s and has overtaken developing region in 2000-2007 as the most attractive host region, developing countries continued to be important locations for outward investing Indian companies. over 1961-2007, a total of 1 674 Indian parent companies invested more than US $10.9 billion in as many as 92 developing countries. this widespread cross-country distribution of Indian ofdi in the developing region further confirmed the prominent roles that Indian multinationals are playing in other developing countries.
The fact that developing countries were the leading recipients of Indian ofdi during 1960-1980 largely reflects the intermediate nature of ownership advantages possessed by Indian companies during that period (Pradhan, 2008 (Pradhan, a, 2008 . The main technological advantage that these Indian firms achieved through absorbing, assimilating, adapting and reverse engineering of foreign technologies offered limited scope for exploitation in developed region. The modified foreign technologies to suit local demand and factor conditions rather provided Indian innovating firms certain competitive advantages in other developing countries having similar socio-economic conditions like India. Besides the proximity of space, culture and ethnicity, the cordial policy attitude that existed among developing countries for fdi projects originating in fellow developing countries all have attracted early Indian multinationals into developing countries.
The process developing innovative activities of many Indian firms and from a wide range of industrial activities moved towards product development in the 1990s. For example, in the case of Indian pharmaceutical sector a number of Indian companies started out-licensing their molecules to global multinationals based in developed countries (Pradhan, 2008 b) . This maturing technological strength of large-sized Indian firms is now allowing them to exploit their competitive advantages even in developed countries and hence 1990s onwards developed region began to emerge as an attractive destination for Indian ofdi. Consequently, the share of developed region in Indian ofdi has grown steadily from 23.7 per cent in 1980s to 44 per cent in 1990 and further to 64 per cent in [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . the rising role of developed countries is also due to the adoption of overseas acquisitions by a large number of Indian firms to access foreign technologies and knowledge mostly concentrated in innovation driven developed region (Pradhan and Abraham, 2005; Pradhan, 2008 a) . Another factor that explains the improved attractiveness of developed countries to Indian ofdi is the rise of service firms like software, communication, etc., as global players mostly focused on service-dominated developed countries (Pradhan, 2003) . Notwithstanding this growing attractiveness of developed countries as a host to Indian ofdi since 1990s, Indian investment in developing region has also been growing rapidly. Between 1990 Between -1999 Between and 2000 Between -2007 , Indian firms' investment in developing countries increased by more than five-times from US $1.9 billion to reach US $8.8 billion. This trend suggests that Indian firm's ofdi expansion into developed countries is not at the cost of developing countries.
Regional Geography
the ofdi flows from India have evolved differently over time in different subregional groupings within the developing region. During 1960s, a number of Indian companies got interested in tapping business opportunities thrown open since the starting of industrialization programme in many African countries that had recently achieved their independence. Indian firms also got attracted to Africa because of the historical business link established since British colonial era and presence of significant size of Indian origin population. Africa emerged as the largest host of developing region Indian ofdi flows in 1961-1969 with 60 per cent share and hosting three Indian multinationals (Table 2 ). The other region that attracted Indian ofdi is the Asia and oceania that hosted about four Indian overseas investors and accounted for 40 per cent of the total Indian fdi flows into the developing region. The geographical proximity of Asian countries, cultural linkages and similarity of institutions inherited from colonial rule appear to be important locational factors of neighbouring Asian countries (iift, 1977) . Developing countries in Latin America and the Caribbean and SouthEast Europe and cis, largely due to geographical distance, language barriers, and weak trade links, failed to attract any Indian investment during this period (Agrawal, 1984) .
During 1970-1980, Indian ofdi flows into Africa declined mainly because of growing policy restrictions on foreign investment, political violence and internal strife. the absolute amount of Indian investment received by Africa has gone down from $35 million in 1970 to reach $25 million in 1980. Although the number of Indian companies hosted by Africa has increased from 11 to 24 between 1970 and 1980, its share in southern Indian investment decreased from 42 per cent to 21.9 per cent in 1980-1989. the relative attractiveness of Asian countries to Indian ofdi has gone up since 1970. Factors such as stable political conditions, healthy market trends and foreign investment friendly regimes of many Asian countries pulled an increasing number of outward investing Indian firms. During 1980-1989 more than half of the developing region Indian ofdi has been directed at Asian region with the participation of as many as 86 Indian companies. Latin America and the Caribbean and South-East Europe and cis developing countries witnessed initial interest of Indian entrepreneurs.
With the liberalization of policy regime including ofdi of the home country in the 1990s, Indian multinationals intensified their investment activities in developing regions across different sub-regional groups. Almost all developing sub-regions experienced rapid growth in Indian investment led by a growing number of Indian parent companies. Between 1980 and 1990, the number of Indian investing companies increased from 24 to 152, 86 to 493, 2 to 19 and 3 Table A1 ). This substantial growth in Indian investment in Africa was accompanied by a marked geographical spread. Although Indian companies' entry into Africa was limited to Nigeria, Kenya and Uganda in the 1970s, the number of African countries hosting Indian fdi has gone up significantly to 28 by 2000-2007. Among African sub-regions, East Africa largely led by Mauritius emerged as the largest host region accounting for about 73 per cent of the total Indian ofdi flows into Africa during 1961-2007. Mauritius alone attracted about 70 per cent of Indian ofdi flows into Africa. Routing overseas investment through Mauritius directed at other host countries and even bringing back the investment into the home country is very attractive for Indian companies as they can avail benefits of low rates of dividend and income taxes in Mauritius and as well benefits from double tax avoidance treaties that other countries have signed with Mauritius. Being an offshore financial centre, it also attracted large number of Indian software companies catering to the financial service providers. Kenya is another important East African host country for Indian investment since 1970. Indian ofdi in Kenya has been into a wide range of sectors from low technology industries to knowledge-based industries. The maximum cases of Indian ofdi were in pharmaceuticals followed by machinery and equipment, chemicals, textiles and wearing apparel and paper and paper products. the long standing cultural, trade and eth-nic links that Kenya has with India are the important locational factors attracting Indian investment into it.
North Africa is the second most attractive sub-region in Africa for Indian ofdi. Sudan, among North African countries, has emerged as the top destination and in fact is the second important African host to Indian investment after Mauritius. About 12 per cent of the total Indian fdi in African region was located in Sudan. Although India shares a strong bond of common heritage and culture with Sudan since ancient times, the phenomena of Indian investment in Sudan is of recent origin-beginning since 2003. It is also largely confined to the natural resource seeking investment made by a public sector Indian company, ongc videsh Limited (ovl), in the oil and gas sector. ovl has acquired 25 per cent stake in Greater Nile oil Project in March 2003, 26.1 per cent and 24.5 per cent stake respectively in exploration blocks 5A and 5B in November 2007. Apart from Indian ofdi in Sudanese oil sector, small quantum of Indian investment can be noticed in the case of automobile components and light engineering goods. Clearly the main motivation of Indian investment in Sudan is, until now, accessing her large oil reserves. Like Sudan, Indian investment in Libya -the second most important North African host country-is of recent origin. In spite of the formation of Indo-Libyan Joint Commission way back in 1978 to promote co-operation between the two countries in economic and industrial fields, Indian companies' participation in Libya remained confined to project execution in the areas of construction, transmission and other development activities. Libya's friendly relationship with India, adoption of a flexible visa regime, and possession of the biggest oil reserve in Africa is likely to see more investment by Indian companies aspiring to control oil resources abroad.
West Africa is the third attractive region in Africa for Indian investment after East and North African regions with about 8 per cent share of the total Indian ofdi received by Africa during 1961-2007. The low share of West Africa in Indian ofdi is not surprising given the prolonged history of wars and conflicts in prominent West African countries like Liberia, Nigeria and Senegal.
other African sub-regions like Central Africa and Southern Africa have attracted minimal proportion of Indian direct investment destined to Africa during 1961 Africa during -2007 . their shares are 1.9 per cent and 1.4 per cent respectively. Sectoral Trends. Indian investments in Africa are fairly well diversified sectorally to cover a wide range of economic activities. Initially, Indian ofdi in Africa during has been largely into the manufacturing sector but its rapid surge since 1990s is increasingly led by primary and service sectors. In terms of the cumulative Indian ofdi flows into Africa during 1961-2007, manufacturing is still the largest single sector attracting about $1 877 million, nearly 56 per cent of the total Indian investment (Appendix Table A2 ). A total of 229 Indian manufacturing companies have undertaken direct investment across 15 individual industries and directed at a total of 23 African host countries. Within the manufacturing sector, the main industrial areas are chemicals (32 per cent), rubber and plastics (8 per cent), transport equipment (3.7 per cent), basic metal and products (2.2 per cent), and machinery and equipment (1.7 per cent). This broad industrial pattern of Indian manufacturing investment in Africa tends to go with the postulations of several recent studies on Indian ofdi that Indian outward investing firms are no longer confined to the traditional labour-intensive and low technology based industries (Pradhan, 2008a (Pradhan, , 2008b . By the 1990s, Indian firms from a number of knowledge-based sectors like chemicals, pharmaceuticals, transport equipments, etc., have achieved significant technological strengths through in-house r&d efforts and acquisition of foreign technologies via several modes like licensing, merger and acquisitions (M&As), reverse engineering, etc. This growing technological sophistication of Indian firms from technology-intensive industries is now increasingly driving their outward fdi activities in general and similar is the case within Africa.
Africa's service sector accounts for about 26 per cent of the total Indian investments during 1961-2007 to emerge as the second important host sector after manufacturing. Within services, the largest share of Indian investment occurs in software and itEs (9.6 per cent), followed by financial and insurance services (7.5 per cent), transportation services (5 per cent), and film and entertainment (1.8 per cent). There are about 163 Indian parent service companies investing in 17 African countries across different sub-regions. In the case of software and itEs, Mauritius is the largest host African country. The well developed landline and mobile telephonic infrastructure, high information and communication technology (ict) penetration, and bilingual manpower of Mauritius have attracted more investments by Indian information and technology (it) companies. South Africa with its large skilled multi-lingual workforce, low wage, and proximity to the Middle East and Europe has emerged as the second attractive location for Indian it investment. Kenya and Uganda are other African countries that have attracted Indian software companies.
Indian investment in Africa's financial services covers a range of activities such as stock broking and mutual fund, investment management and advi-sory services, asset and portfolio management, leasing, insurance and setting up of investment holding companies. Mauritius being a financial centre is the largest host country for Indian financial services investment in Africa. For Indian companies establishing offshore investment holding companies in Mauritius provides significant tax advantage as mentioned earlier. Apart from Mauritius, African countries that have attracted Indian investment in financial sector include Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Almost all Indian investments in Africa's transportation services are directed at a single African country, Mauritius. these include activities like aviation, shipping and courier businesses.
b) Latin America and the Caribbean
As compared to other developing sub-regions, Indian firms' entry into Latin America and the Caribbean is of recent origin and involves relatively small amount of direct investment. the period over 1980-1990, the cumulative value of Indian investment in Latin America and the Caribbean stands at just US $47 million (Appendix Table A3 ). However, a rapid expansion in Indian investment has been registered of late during [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . the value of Indian ofdi stock in Latin America stood at US $1 179 million at end March 2007 and involved a total of 61 Indian parent companies.
the sub-region of the Caribbean and other America led by Bermuda has been the top Latin American host to Indian investment. About 45 per cent of the total Indian fdi in Latin America (US $531 million) is destined to Bermuda. Except one Indian ofdi project in the telecommunication services led by Reliance Infocomm Limited, all other Indian ofdi projects in Bermuda-an offshore financial centre-are in the software and information technology (it) sector. A total of eigth Indian software companies have invested in Bermuda to serve the demand for software services emanating from a cluster of international financial services companies operating in the areas of insurance, investment funds and special purpose vehicles.
2 Cuba, trinidad and tobago, St vincent, and the Bahamas are other destinations in the Caribbean and other America that have attracted a small amount of Indian investment involving a few Indian companies.
South America is the second important sub-regional host to Indian ofdi 3 Indian investment in Panama dates back to 1988 and covers a range of industrial operations. tea, shipping, and medical transcription services have been the main sectors of Indian investment although small amount of Indian fdi can be seen in software services, textiles and construction and engineering services.
Sectoral Trends. Nearly all economic sectors of Latin America have witnessed significant growth in Indian fdi inflows between 1990 and early 2000. Sectoral breakups suggest that more than half of the Indian ofdi stock in Latin America is in services sector, followed by primary sector (36 per cent) and manufacturing sector (14 per cent) (Appendix Table A4 ). A total of 26 Indian service companies are operating in 10 Latin American host countries. Software and telecommunication services are the two most important services sector respectively accounting for 30 per cent and 18 per cent of the total Indian investments in Latin America. Within the primary sector, it is the oil and gas segment that is the important host for Indian investment. Oil and gas-seeking Indian investment is wholly undertaken by one state-owned company, ovl Limited, and was directed at two Latin American countries, namely Brazil and Cuba. the pattern of manufacturing investment in Latin America is broad-based but mostly dominated by pharmaceuticals and food and beverages segments.
c) Asia and Oceania
Indian multinationals have a long history of activity in Asian region since 1961. As mentioned earlier, the pull forces of geographical and cultural proximity have been the traditional determining factors of Indian investment in this sub-region. the amount of Indian fdi into Asia has consistently grown from a meagre US $9 million in 1960 to US $61 million in 1980 and quite substantially since 1990 to reach US $3.4 billion in 2000-2007 (Appendix Table A5 ). As many as 1298 Indian parent companies have invested in this region. Clearly, Indian firms are relatively more active intra-regionally in terms of number of outward investing firms and the amount invested. this intra-regional character of Indian ofdi can be partly explained by the neighbourhood effects involving similarity in culture, business environment, and institutions and partly by the superior growth that the Asia and oceania region has exhibited (due to economies like China, Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Taiwan) as compared to other developing regions.
South-East Asia has been the largest sub-regional host to Indian investing companies accounting for about 48 per cent of the total Indian fdi in Asia and oceania region. Singapore with 35 per cent turns out to be the single largest South-East Asian host country and also the top attractive destination for Indian fdi into Asia and Oceania. With its highly developed financial, telecommunication and other trade-supporting infrastructure, Singapore has been the most favourite place for Indian companies due to its liberal foreign investment policies and its advantage in offering preferential access to the ten-member asEan (Association of South East Asian Nations) market and a host of 13 other countries including Japan, usa, and Australia with whom Singapore has free trade agreements. Indonesia, thailand and Malaysia are other attractive destinations for Indian investment in South-East Asian region.
West Asia with US $1.2 billion of Indian investment is the second largest host in the Asian region after South-East Asia. A total of 413 Indian parent companies have been operating in this sub-region with uaE as the principal destination. The starting of free zones scheme at Jebel Ali and Sharjah with approvals for full foreign ownership and tax-free regime seems to be a major factor attracting Indian companies into uaE.
4 the past cultural and business links, cordial political relations, existence of a strong Indian expatriate community and well-developed ports and airport facilities all are positively motivating Indian investment into uaE. oman hosted a total of 31 Indian parent companies and accounted for 5 per cent of the total Indian fdi in Asia to emerge as the next attractive West Asian country after uaE. With the investment protection and avoidance of double taxation agreement that Oman has with India and proactive encouragement to Indian companies for investment, oman is likely to see more improvement in investment flows from India.
East Asia is the third largest host to Indian fdi in Asia and oceania region. A total of 181 Indian parent companies have invested an aggregate of US $1.02 billion in East Asia. Hong Kong (a Special Administrative Region of China) with 15 per cent and China with 4 per cent of the total Indian fdi in Asia are two important host countries. Indian companies appear to be leveraging familiar laws, institutions and culture of Hong Kong to access the mainland Chinese and global markets.
South Asia is the fourth important Asian sub-region to host Indian fdi. It has attracted about US $341 million undertaken by a total of 297 Indian parent companies. Predominantly Indian investment in South Asia has been concentrated in two countries, namely Sri Lanka and Nepal. Beside the pull factors like geographical and cultural proximities, the recent spurt in Indian investment into Sri Lanka is caused by the operation of India-Sri Lanka Free trade Agreement in 2000. In addition to the geographical, cultural and historical ties with India, Nepal has a double tax avoidance treaty and a very liberal policy approach to Indian companies. In fact for many Indian small-and medium-sized enterprises that are first-time trans-nationalizers, Nepal is a natural choice with lower risks.
Indian investment in the oceania has been quite limited and just amounts to US $3 million. Only two Indian parent companies, namely Forbes Gokak Limited and Asian Paints (India) Limited are operating in this developing sub-region of Asia.
Sectoral Trends. Indian firms that started investing intra-regionally during 1961-1969 all were from the manufacturing sector. In 1970s, Indian services firms also joined the ofdi process in investing in the Asian region. However, the rate of ofdi investment undertaken by service firms outpaced that undertaken by manufacturing firms in early 2000s. Between 1990 Between -1999 Between and 2000 Between -2007 investment by Indian service firms grew by 312 per cent as compared to 96 per cent of manufacturing firms and 68 per cent of firms from primary sector (Appendix Table A6 ).
For the overall period from 1961-2007, the sectoral distribution of Indian investment in Asia shows that nearly 57.5 per cent of it went to the manufacturing sector, 32 per cent to the service sector and the remaining 10 per cent to the primary sector. The growth of Indian manufacturing ofdi in Asia is accompanied by a growth of 749 investing Indian companies from as many as 16 individual industries and directed at a total of 33 Asian host countries. of these individual in dustries, chemicals received the largest amount of manufacturing investment (US $547 million) and has greater geographical spread of 23 host countries. transport equipment, computer and electronics, basic metals and fabricated metal products, pharmaceuticals, electrical machinery and equipment, food and beverages and gems and jewellery are other important sectors.
A total of 520 Indian service firms invested about US $1 586 million in as many as 24 Asian host countries. The activities of Indian software firms in Asia represent the largest category with US $451 million accounting for about 9 per cent of the total Indian fdi in the sub-region. Telecommunication services, film and entertainment, construction and engineering services are other important host sectors for Indian services fdi projects.
the primary sector Indian investment in Asia is largely into the oil and gas sector. of the US $492 million of Indian fdi in the petroleum sector, US $122 million went to uaE (25 per cent), US $103 million went to Iran (21 per cent), US $75 million went to Vietnam (15 per cent), and US $63 million went to Myanmar (13 per cent). Although public owned oil and gas companies such as ongc videsh Limited, Indian oil Corporation Limited, Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited and Gail (India) Limited are leading outward investing companies, recently a number of privately owned Indian companies such as Gulf Oil Corporation, Shivvani oil and Gas Exploration, Shakun Gases, Great Eastern Shipping Co, Aban offshore and Haresh Petrochem Limited are also undertaking such natural asset-seeking investments. Table A7 ).
the cis sub-region largely led by Russia came out as the most attractive destination for Indian fdi in South-East Europe and cis region with as high as 99 per cent share. Russia alone accounted for 81 per cent of Indian investment destined to South-East Europe and cis region. A total of 60 Indian parent companies are operating in Russia. Kazakhstan with US $174 million of Indian investment and 11 parent Indian companies is the second largest host in the South-East Europe and cis sub-region.
Although the sub-region of South-East Europe was the initial destination for Indian fdi in the South-East Europe and cis region, however, it has received about 1 per cent of Indian fdi stock. South-East European countries such as Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria and Romania had attracted some Indian fdi projects but were not very substantial in terms of size.
Sectoral Trends. the primary sector principally led by gas and oil segment has been the largest host sector of Indian fdi in South-East Europe and cis subregion. A total amount of US $1073 million has been invested by two Indian companies in accessing gas and oil resources of two host countries, namely Russia and Kyrgyzstan (Appendix Table A8 ). This amounted to 77 per cent of total investment undertaken by Indian companies in this region. Other two economic sectors, manufacturing and service sector, each accounted for about 12 per cent share. Within the manufacturing sector, pharmaceuticals, chemicals and food and beverages are three important host sectors for Indian parent companies. Construction and engineering services is the most attractive service sector for Indian fdi in the South-East Europe and cis region.
Ownership Structure
The growth of Indian fdi in developing region has been accompanied by a marked structural change in the ownership choice of Indian parent companies over time, with a decline in the preference for joint ownership and a rise in that for fullownership in ofdi projects. In terms of ownership structure, Indian parent companies entering into developing region invariably opted for an ownership sharing with local companies in the 1960s and their strong preference for joint ownership continued in 1970s and 1980s. Indian firms during these periods had less experience in trans-border investment activities and possessed modest technological advantages derived from reverse engineering of foreign technologies. With these characteristics it is natural for Indian firm's to find joint venture as an attractive ofdi strategy to minimize the potential risks and liabilities that characterize global production. the jv partner provides additional finance, marketing intelligence, and information on local laws and institutions, which are crucial inputs for successful fdi projects by Indian companies. the contemporary home country ofdi policy regime also required the Indian parent companies to go for joint venture (jv) in host countries. All these factors had contributed to Indian firms' overwhelming choice for joint ownership mode in their ofdi operations until 1980s.
In spite of the prevailing choice for jvs over 1960-1980, the importance of wos was growing over time. The share of wos in total number of overseas approvals granted to Indian parent companies, which was zero per cent in 1961-1969 rose to 12 per cent in 1980-1989 (Appendix Table A9 ). By 1990-1999, the share of wos went up to 41 per cent and then outpaced that of jv in 2000-2007 to reach 72.3 per cent. Clearly, wos become the most preferred form of ofdi strategy by Indian parent companies in early 2000s. The relaxation of policy restriction on the extent of ownership interest that Indian companies can hold in their overseas entities in 1990s has played a role. The growing firm-specific ownership advantages of Indian parent firms stemming from expanded technological and skill assets-created in-house and/or acquired abroad-has been the major driving factor behind the increased preference of Indian parent firms to have full-ownership in their ofdi projects. the risk of losing control over their technological assets is quite low in wos strategy than in jv strategy. Moreover, the wos strategy ensures that Indian service parent companies including software sector are able to provide the required high quality service delivery through a secure mode to global buyers (Pradhan, 2008 a) . It also appears that with Indian parent firms gaining initial experience in ofdi in pre-1990s period are now more confident in their ofdi strategy to go alone and operate in host developing countries.
Overseas Acquisitions
The flow of Indian fdi into developing region until recently was through establishment of new production entities owned jointly or wholly by Indian investing firms. The process of Indian fdi in developing region has, however, acquired a new dimension of late with a number of Indian firms adopting acquisition as an alternative strategy of market entry. During 2000-2008, a total of 110 Indian firms undertook 166 acquisitions in developing region related to buying of stake in foreign companies, their assets and product portfolio (Table 3) . This aggregated to be as high as US $12.4 billion worth of brownfield investment-an underestimated figure since many acquisition deals go without disclosing their financial consideration. the value of acquisitions made in developing region account for about 21 per cent of the total value of global acquisitions done by Indian firms in this period.
Developing region acquisitions by Indian firms are concentrated mainly in Asia (48 per cent of the total value and 58 per cent of the total number) and African region (28 per cent of the total value and 22 per cent of the total number) (Appendix Table A10 ). While neighbouring Asian countries offer enormous growth opportunities, African countries possess critical natural resources related to oil and gas. In terms of value of acquisition, South-East Europe and cis with 20 per cent share is the next important host to Indian brownfield investment followed by Latin America and the Caribbean with just 4 per cent share.
Among individual host countries, Russia with US $1741 million accounting for 14 per cent of the total developing region overseas acquisitions by Indian firms has emerged as the top destination mainly led by the ongcs involvement in Sakhalin oilfield. Singapore with US $1 432 million worth of acquisition investment is the next important host developing country for Indian brownfield investment. Indonesia with US $1 407, Kenya with US $1 273 million and Iran with US $1 000 million are other important destinations for Indian firms' overseas acquisition activities in developing region.
In terms of value of acquisition, natural resources seeking activities seem to dominate the sectoral profile of Indian firms' acquisitions in developing region. Primary sector that includes oil, gas and mining activities accounts for about 60 per cent of Indian brownfield investment and has a total of 32 cases of acquisitions during 2000 to March 2008 (Appendix Table A10 ). Manufacturing is the next important sectoral host to Indian acquisitions. It accounted for 28.6 per cent of the value of acquisitions through a total of 78 acquisition deals. the share of service sector is just 6 per cent with 51 cases of acquisition. The motivation of Indian firms in the case of manufacturing and service sector is unlikely to be of strategic asset-seeking type with a few exceptions. Indian firms interested in acquiring intangible assets for operating in global market will choose innovationcentric developed region over developing countries who themselves are technology laggards. In majority of the cases, the main motivation for Indian firms seems to be market-seeking where acquiring Indian firms get access to an existing market, local brand name, distribution and marketing networks.
Leading Indian Players in Developing Region
The profile of India's largest outward investing Indian firms has changed sectorally and geographically over different time periods. There are only six outward investing Indian firms in 1960s. These firms are fully private owned and belong to a total of five large Indian business houses like Thapar (Ballarpur Industries), jk Singhania (Raymond Ltd.), Birla (Birla Bombay and Birla Corporation), Godrej (Godrej and Boyce Mfg. Company) and Shriram group (Jay Engineering). The existing policy restrictions on growth of large firms in domestic market like mrtp, fEra, licensing regime, etc., have forced these business groups to resort to ofdi as an alternative way of growth. ofdi activities of these firms, except Birla Bombay Private which invested, were confined to a single host country and cover a range of manufacturing activities. Moreover, all the host countries such as Kenya, Nigeria, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, and Uganda, except Thailand, are those which have presence of strong Indian origin population.
The majority of leading outward investing Indian firms in 1970s continued to be private owned by large business houses and have largely invested in the manufacturing sector. However, service sector public owned companies like Life Insurance Company started undertaking cross border investment. this company undertook direct investment for providing insurance services in Kenya. Besides, thapar group has set up an overseas venture in another service sector, namely hotel and restaurant. Unlike in 1960s, the average number of host countries per investing Indian firms has gone up to two in 1970s.
The visibility of public owned companies among leading 10 outward investing firms in developing region improved considerably in 1980s. Public owned Indian companies such as General Insurance Corporation of India, Indian Farmers Fertilizers Co-op (iffco), and Life Insurance Company ranked second, third and seventh important outward investing firms in this period. The sectoral profile of leading investors became more diversified-textile, fertilizers, glass, palm oil, agricultural products, engineering goods, pharmaceuticals, insurance and hotel. Beside market-seeking motivation, raw material sourcing has emerged as another driving factor for investment by leading Indian firms. For example, sourcing phosphoric acid and palm oil respectively were the motivating factors behind iffco's investment in Senegal and that of Ballarpur Industries in Malaysia. the number of host countries per investing Indian firm has gone up to three in the case of four leading outward investing Indian firms and four host countries for another leading company.
The 1990s has witnessed the rise of two natural resource-seeking Indian companies to be among leading outward investors. Private owned Reliance Industries and public owned Indian Oil Corporation respectively claimed 4 th and 6 th positions in the list of top 10 Indian investing firms in developing region with operation in oil refinery and exploration. In 2000-2007, ongc emerged as the top outward investing firm. This government owned company is now operating in the hydrocarbon and natural gas sector of as many as 12 developing countries. In this period, two Indian telecommunication service providers, namely Videsh Sanchar Nigam and Reilance Infocom occupied 4 th and 7 th positions among large outward investing Indian companies. This shows that Indian service ofdi, which emerged from the insurance and hotel sectors since 1970s is being joined by new players from other service firms belonging to telecommunication sector. The analysis of the changing profile of leading Indian outward investors shows that large business houses continued to dominate the list of top outward investing Indian companies, but a number of government owned enterprises have been quite visible in recent periods. It appears that the leading Indian parent companies are now more confident in their ofdi operation and are capable of managing their overseas activities in multiple countries as opposed to a single host country in 1960s. Although the main motivation of leading outward investing firms in initial period was accessing the overseas market, other objectives like accessing raw materials and natural resources like oil and gas can be discernable in subsequent periods. Apart from diversifying the nature of their manufacturing activities, ofdi from leading firms are being increasingly led by a wide range of service activities from financial and insurance services to hotel and telecommunication services.
ii. mAin drivers of indiAn fdi
Considering the phenomenal growth of developing region oriented Indian fdi since 1990s, it is important to understand the factors that are behind the transborder expansion of Indian enterprises. Drivers and determinants of Indian ofdi directed at developing region can be argued to be quite different between the periods 1960-1980 and 1990s onward.
Although Indian fdi was predominantly destined to developing region in pre-1990s period, the number of investing Indian companies and size of their investment was small. In this period involvement of Indian firms in developing region through ofdi was limited to a small group of large business conglomerate houses like Birla, tata, thapar, jk Singhania, Mafatlal, Kirloskar, United Breweries, etc. These enterprises were forced to seek trans-border market due to policy-led barriers on their growth in the domestic market. The system of industrial licensing, Monopolies and Restrictive trade Practices (mrtp) Act, Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (fEra), reservation of large-scale industrial areas for public and small-scale sector, etc., have seriously prevented their expansion in the home market, leading to a business strategy of outward investment.
5 Given 5 A small group of Indian business houses categorized as mrtp houses accounted for nearly about 83 per cent of actual Indian ofdi stock as at the end of 1982 and their share has declined to 65.6 per cent at the end of 1987 (Ranganathan, 1990) . So, clearly the largest chunk of Indian economy the formative stage of their firm-specific capability building and modest intangible advantages, these Indian firms could only target developing region, which has similar factor and business conditions like India. Indian firms were enhancing their technological capability from a variety of means-reverse engineering of imported products, equipment and machineries, buying of foreign technologies and doing adaptive and incremental in-house research and development (r&d) but were still lacking broad-based technological assets to be aggressively engaged in foreign production activities.
the lack of participation of small and medium-sized enterprises and many other large non-mrtp Indian companies in Indian ofdi flows directed at de veloping region has been largely driven by the contemporary inward-looking development policies pursued by the home country. these policies marked by strong barriers to imports and severe restriction on entry of foreign companies have adversely affected the propensity of majority of Indian companies to participate in the world market, either through exports or ofdi. Another determining factor for low level of Indian ofdi and smaller number of outward investing Indian firms in developing region was the pursuance of a restrictive ofdi policy by India (Pradhan, 2008a) . Indian firms desirous of undertaking ofdi were not allowed to do so through cash transfer, but only in the form of exporting Indian made machinery, equipment and know-how. Indian investing firms were discouraged to hold majority ownership in their ofdi projects and the approval procedures for ofdi projects were extremely cumbersome.
Although Indian ofdi policy in pre-1990s period was in general a restrictive one, it had a strong positive bias towards developing countries. In keeping with the philosophy of South-South Cooperation Indian policy makers wanted to promote Indian fdi into developing countries. Many of the restrictive clauses like promotion of jv mode of Indian fdi was inspired by the realization that Indian fdi should not operate in similar manner as developed region fdi operate in host developing countries. A jv form ensures that Indian fdi becomes an effective means of sharing India's development experience with fellow developing countries. Many host developing countries had a cordial attitude towards fdi projects from developing countries like India. This has also influenced many outward investing Indian firms to get involved in developing region where they are treated favourably than their developed country counterparts.
consisting of Indian non-mrtp private companies and small-and medium-sized enterprises did not participate in ofdi process directed at developing countries during 1960-1980. Since 1990s the underlying forces of Indian ofdi into developing region has changed significantly. Abolition of non-tariff barriers and large scale reduction in tariff across industrial products has infused greater external competition into Indian market. Allowing foreign companies into India under automatic route with 100 per cent ownership in almost all areas of productive operation, except a small negative list, has further intensified competitive pressures on Indian firms hitherto concentrating on domestic markets. These competitive pressures led to a turning point in the outward orientation of Indian firms and ofdi emerged as a preferred strategy for survival. Indian domestic firms across sizes-small, medium and large-resorted to ofdi as a means of survival and growth in a globalized business environment (Pradhan and Sahu, 2007) . In this context, developing region and particularly neighbouring countries with familiar socio-economic environment seem to be the first natural choice for recently internationalizing Indian domestic firms. Entry into intraregional developing countries is relatively less risky a strategy for firms new to internationalization than entering into fiercely competitive non-familiar markets in developed region.
Since 1990s a number of natural resource-based Indian enterprises emerged to explore developing region for accessing relevant resources. The growing global competition for securing natural resources like oil, gas and minerals has forced Indian government-owned firms like ongc, oil India, Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited, etc., to undertake resource-seeking investment abroad. Many privately-owned enterprises like Reliance, Gujarat nrE Cook, Hindalco Industries, tata Steel, etc., started investing in many natural resource rich developing countries.
the liberalization of ofdi policy regime in the 1990s that has virtually lifted any ceiling on outward investment, permitted cash transfer, and encouraged overseas acquisitions, has led to a watershed in the history of India's international production. For large Indian companies that significantly improved their ownership advantages by innovating cost-effective processes and undertaking high r&d expenses for product developments, quality and skill improvements, ofdi came as a natural choice for becoming a multinational entity. In their globalization strategy, developing region continued to receive attention although developed region with large market is relatively more attractive.
iii. develoPment imPActs on Host develoPing countries the developmental role of Indian fdi in host developing region crucially depends upon the average quality of fdi projects undertaken by Indian firms. The benefits of Indian fdi projects can vary by six quality dimensions involving sectoral composition, nature of value-added activities, market-orientation, ownership participation, the relevance of technology transfer and extent of local knowledge creation activities (see Pradhan, 2006 for more on the concept of fdi quality). The following discussion will consider these quality aspects of Indian fdi to infer about their likely impact on the development process of developing countries.
Sectoral dimension. the developmental role of Indian fdi, inter alia, is dependent upon the type of sectors where much of Indian fdi projects have gone into host developing region. Indian fdi in mining, natural resource extraction and labour-intensive manufacturing activities offers limited opportunities for growth, employment and knowledge-spillovers. Developing host countries that possess inadequate domestic capabilities in knowledge-based manufacturing activities would benefit significantly if Indian firms operate in such segment of the host economy. the empirical evidence on the sectoral composition of Indian fdi flows into developing region as discussed before suggests that Indian investing firms possess a highly diversified sectoral portfolio. The primary sector accounted for 16.8 per cent, 36 per cent, 11 per cent, and 80 per cent in the total Indian fdi flows that went respectively into Africa, Latin America, Asia and South-East Europe and cis countries. Except the South-East Europe and cis region, majority of Indian fdi has gone into either manufacturing or service sectors like finance, telecommunication and software services. Apart from traditional labour-intensive industries like food processing, textile and leather, Indian firms have been operating in knowledge-intensive manufacturing activities like chemicals, pharmaceuticals, transport equipment and machinery and equipment. this sectoral pattern of Indian fdi flows with a well representation of technology-intensive industries suggests that Indian fdi involve better quality projects that have a large potential for generating knowledge-spillovers within host developing countries.
Nature of value-added activities. Indian fdi projects not withstanding their concentration in technology-intensive manufacturing and service sectors may involve narrow developmental impact unless they are into the right kind of value-added activities. An fdi project that generates all its value-added through marketing and distribution of products exported from India is clearly of low quality than another fdi project that leads to value addition through local production and marketing in the host developing countries. the nature of value-added activities of Indian fdi appear to be of fairly good quality. As on 1 st July 1982, Indian enterprises undertook a total of 138 ofdi projects for manufacturing and marketing in the host countries as compared to only 27 ofdi projects exclusively meant for trading and marketing activities (ficci, 1982) . The number of manufacturing fdi projects amount to a quintuple of those of trading ofdi projects. this suggests that Indian ofdi flows during 1960-1970 were mostly for locally producing the products in host countries. the available information for recent years indicates that this nature of Indian fdi seems to have changed little over time. It has been found that the volume of Indian investment associated with manufacturing projects (US $3 billion) is nearly 17-times higher than the amount of investment related to projects for trading purposes (US $179 million) during May 2001 to September 2002. However, the difference between manufacturing and trading Indian investment is likely to vary greatly by individual industries but information at disaggregate level is not available. The available information for two industries such as pharmaceuticals and textile suggest that the value of manufacturing ofdi flows from them respectively is US $61.3 million and US $5.3 million. This would suggest that Indian fdi projects from pharmaceutical sector is of better quality ($61.3 million manufacturing ofdi flows as compared to $24.9 million trading ofdi flows) whereas that from textile sector is of low quality ($5.3 million of manufacturing ofdi flows as compared to $11.6 million of trading ofdi flows).
Market-orientation.
Market focus of Indian fdi project is another quality aspect which needs a close look for appreciating their role in the development of host developing countries. Domestic market-seeking Indian fdi projects as compared to export-oriented projects are likely to be low quality as they tend to crowd-out domestic competitors in labour-intensive industries and possess limited scope for knowledge-spillovers and local linkage generation. While data limitation on the export-orientation of Indian foreign affiliates makes it difficult to explore marketorientation aspect of Indian fdi, the scope of export platform fdi from India appears to be limited. there are some cases of Indian fdi in Nepal and Sri Lanka where Indian subsidiaries are exporting their products into India but motivation of Indian investing firms using other host developing countries as export bases may not be very strong. Indian greenfield manufacturing projects in developing region are mostly of local market-seeking variety.
Ownership participation. The relevance and efficacy of Indian fdi in developing countries has also to be gauged in terms of the magnitude of ownership held by Indian parent companies in their overseas ventures. Knowledge and skills that Indian fdi project carry have a greater scope for diffusion in cases where Indian investing companies tend to share ownership with host country entrepreneurs. Given this reason, host developing countries may not consider fully-owned Indian fdi projects as useful when compared to Indian joint venture projects. The empirical evidence discussed elsewhere indicates that Indian parent companies in most of the ofdi projects had shared the responsibility of management with local parties in pre-1990s period. However, recently since 1990s Indian investing companies preferred full ownership of their overseas units. This fact would imply that overtime the quality of Indian fdi projects measured by ownership participation for host developing countries is effectively getting reduced.
Appropriateness of technology. the appropriateness of technologies associated
with inward fdi in host developing region has been a long debated issue in the development literature. one strand of thought on the subject sees developing country fdi projects as a source of intermediate technologies that is well suited to the needs and requirements of host developing countries. Since fdi projects originating within developing region are assumed to involve labour-intensive technologies, they are more relevant to capital scarce and labour abundant developing countries. this characterization of developing country fdi projects fits reasonably well with the character of Indian fdi during 1960s-1980s. Largest concentration of Indian fdi flows were in sectors with relatively simple/well diffused technologies, low intensity of product differentiation, and utilizing relatively labour-intensive technologies (Lall, 1983) . Under the import-substitution industrialization strategy, both the public-owned and privately controlled Indian firms were encouraged to enhance their indigenous technological capabilities by innovating small-scale production technologies for imported product designs, scaling down of plants and adaptation of foreign technologies to local raw materials and factor conditions (Desai, 1984) . A number of Indian firms succeeded in developing adapted foreign technologies and later transferred them to other low-wage developing countries with small domestic markets. The small-scale production and labour-intensive technologies transferred by Indian parent companies were quite suitable to the development requirements of host developing countries in that period.
However, the current phase of globalization appears to have induced significant changes in the nature of technological assets possessed by international-izing Indian parent firms. Given the past technological capability building under a process patent regime and facilitative public policies, a number of Indian companies started rapidly emerging from knowledge and scale-intensive sectors with differentiated marketing requirements in 1990s (Pradhan, 2008 (Pradhan, a, 2008 . the competitive pressures generated by the extensive liberalization measures that India undertook in the last fifteen years or so have further forced Indian firms to upgrade their technological activities.
By the early 2000s, the technological profile of Indian firms from pharmaceuticals, chemicals, biotechnologies, and automotive sectors has substantially transformed from mere adaptors of foreign technologies to be creators of substantial technological assets of their own. The relatively leading Indian pharmaceutical companies like Dr. Reddy'S Laboratories, Matrix Laboratories, Ranbaxy Laboratories, Venus Remedies, Wockhardt, Strides Arcolab, Ind-Swift Laboratories, Dabur Pharma etc. that used to spent minimal proportion of sales in their in-house r&d activities in early 1990s are currently devoting more than 9 per cent of their sales. the r&d expenditure of Indian automotive firms shifted to a rapid growth path in last seven years (Pradhan and Singh, 2008 ) with a growing number of firms attaining higher r&d intensities of 2-5 per cent and a few others achieving more than 8 per cent. Tata Motor's car models Indica (1999) and Nano (2008) and Mahindra & Mahindra's multi-utility vehicle Scorpio (2002) clearly demonstrate the product capabilities that large Indian vehicle manufacturers have achieved over time. Indian information technology firms have been global leaders in innovating industry-specific frontier technologies and new products. In a number of industries, large-sized Indian firms not only graduated towards product development based on in-house r&d efforts, but also started acquiring large number of foreign companies representing new products, skills and technologies.
When large Indian firms are significantly upgrading their technological capabilities embedded in intensive automatic mechanization of manufacturing process, often they represent technologies used in the industrialized countries. Apparently the technologies that are being transferred by these Indian investing companies through ofdi in the current period underlined a more complex technological process and hence are likely to be far away from the initial portrayals as being intermediate and appropriate to the requirements of host developing countries. However, small and medium-sized Indian companies that are now transnationalizing into southern countries can normally be expected to be a source of intermediate technologies.
Local knowledge creation. there are no statistics available on the r&d activities of Indian foreign affiliates. However, it can be argued that the chances of Indian companies investing in developing countries for doing r&d activities are very remote. The contribution of foreign affiliates of Indian firms in local technology creation can be believed to be minimal except minor investments in adapting Indian technologies to the local conditions and troubleshooting. However, Indian firms are likely to provide training to local employees of their overseas affiliates in the initial period for the successful operation of production process. In the 1970s Indian ofdi policy had a compulsory training provision to be imparted by Indian parent companies to their joint venture collaborators. However, such provision do not exist now.
It is evident from the above discussion that the nature and relative significance of Indian fdi for host developing countries vary among different indicators of quality. Indian fdi projects are of good quality as far as they are more for local manufacturing as opposed to trading purposes and are also into knowledge-intensive sectors. Moreover, Indian fdi represents financial and knowledge resources with scope for knowledge-spillovers. However, the benefits of Indian fdi project seem to be narrowing down considering the fact that Indian investing firms have been progressively opting for wholly-owned entities as opposed to joint ventures and their technological assets are getting complex and very advance. Indian foreign affiliates are believed to incur little r&d expenses and whatever technologies they are receiving from their Indian parents are likely to be beyond the initial categorization of intermediate technologies from the development perspective of host developing countries. Further, Indian fdi in developing countries is unlikely to possess any strong motivation for export activities.
conclusions
Indian enterprises are pioneers among firms based in developing region to undertake direct investment activities in fellow developing countries. The volume of Indian investment and the number of investing Indian parent companies in developing region has gone up significantly since 1990s. This rise in Indian investment across different developing sub-regions and countries is partly contributed by growing competition in Indian markets through cheap imports and entry of foreign firms and the motivation of technologically capable large Indian firms to expand into overseas market. Liberalization of Indian policies with regard to outward fdi, industry, technology, etc., have all contributed their bit to the increased Indian fdi activity in developing region. Regionally Indian fdi covers a total of 92 developing countries but substantial amount of investment has gone into intra-regional host countries (i.e. Asian countries), followed by Africa, South-East Europe and cis and Latin America. Indian investment is widely spread across sectors, from manufacturing to services. Since 1990s, the amount of Indian fdi in natural resources covering oil, gas and minerals has gone up significantly propelled by the strategic energy security issues and mostly led by public-owned companies.
In a general sense, the growing flows of Indian fdi into developing region would be mostly development promoting by relaxing financial and knowledge resource constraints faced by host countries. Besides developing countries fdi projects are more valuable to host developing countries than fdi projects from developed countries because they involve joint venture form of businesses and possess intermediate technologies with enormous positive social and economic impacts. These two characteristics of developing country multinationals are well fitted for developing region bound Indian fdi in pre-1990s period. However, with the growing complexities of the in-house innovation and technological activities of Indian parent firms and large scale acquisition of foreign technologies, it makes the assumption of intermediate technologies untenable. As Indian investing firms are increasingly going for wholly-owned fdi projects in developing countries, there is no direct spread of transferred technologies to local parties, but only through potential spillover channels. It is also less likely that Indian firms are investing in developing region for doing r&d and performing substantial export activities.
However, there are certain positive characteristics of Indian fdi for host developing countries. Since Indian multinationals are involved not only in primary sector and labour-intensive industries, but also in knowledge-based sectors, their presence may play a catalytic role in the development of technologyintensive industries of host countries. This is also because Indian investing firms are more willing to produce the products and services locally than just perform marketing operations.
To conclude, there are costs and benefits of Indian firms operating in developing countries and the net developmental impact would vary across host countries and sectors. Host governments may need to examine Indian fdi projects from the angle of their development objectives and prudently encourage right quality of Indian fdi into their sectors for maximizing benefits. 1961-1969 1970-1979 1980-1989 1990-1999 2000-2007 All years
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